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By Anna Von Reitz
There has been a lot of controversy and misunderstanding about the various forms of citizenship in
this country and also about the process of declaring one's political status so as to officially change
it.
Every baby born on the land and soil of this country begins life as an American State National --- a
Wisconsinite, a Coloradan, a Texan, a Virginian.
Very soon after being born, we are all secretively "conscripted" and "presumed to be" Territorial
United States Citizens. This process "confers" Territorial Citizenship obligations upon us and makes
us subjects of the Queen. A Birth Certificate is issued to memorialize this conscription and to
"register" us as property belonging to the British Territorial United States.
Almost immediately after that, our Good Names and Persons are leased out under the same
presumption of "United States Citizenship" to the Municipal United States, which then additionally
confers its own form of citizenship upon us --- deeming us to be "Citizens of the United States".
You can see the basis for these citizenship classifications stated as Article I, Section 2, Clause 2 and
Article I, Section 3, Clause 3 of any Federal Constitution.
Thus, without you or your parents ever being made aware of it, your actual birthright identity is
"unlawfully converted" and instead of being regarded as a Texan, or a Californian, or a Minnesotan --you are "presumed to be" a Dual Citizen of the Territorial United States and the Municipal United
States Government, instead.
This Dual Citizenship political status is literally foreign to us as Americans, and it prevents you from
acting as one of the People and deprives you of all your guarantees and protections owed under the
Federal Constitutions.
Some Americans do choose to set aside their birthright political status in order to work as members
of the United States Armed Forces, and some also set their birthright aside to work as Federal Civilian
Service workers, but the rest of us have no reason to adopt any such foreign political citizenship
status and are actually and substantially harmed by being misidentified as such, because we are
made to bear all the obligations of such citizenship and have none of the protections and freedoms
we are owed so long as this false legal presumption of Federal (US) Citizenship is allowed to persist.
Thus it becomes necessary and desirable for most of us to "expatriate" and "retire" from any
presumption of any form of US citizenship and reclaim our birthright status as plain old Americans---if we want to enjoy our rights and possess our property assets and be free of the oppressive
statutory "laws".
The basis of expatriation from United States Citizenship is the Expatriation Act of 1868. This
landmark legislation was passed exactly one day prior to the adoption of the "corporate"

Constitution--- the unlawful conversion of the actual Territorial Constitution to serve as the Articles of
Incorporation for the Scottish Commercial Corporation doing-business-as "The United States of
America, Inc." that was chartered the same year.
The Expatriation Act of 1868 specifically rejects the idea of lifetime, obligatory allegiance to any
government and overthrows that foundation stone of feudalism.
So we expatriate from any presumed British Territorial United States Citizenship via the Expatriation
Act of 1868, which can then also be used to expatriate from any presumed Commonwealth
Citizenship of the United States.
It is necessary to expatriate from both forms of US Citizenship, both Territorial and Municipal.
So, now we have exercised our remedy available under the Expatriation Act of 1868, and declared
that we are not United States Citizens and not Citizens of the United States, either. So far, so good.
We have established what we are not.
Next, we must establish what we are. Because we were "presumed to be" United States Citizens and
then "presumed to be" Municipal Citizens of the United States as well, we have to further define our
political status on the Public Record and "repatriate" to the land and soil jurisdiction where we were
born--- our States of the Union.
We each have to expatriate a total of two times-- once from Territorial status, once from Municipal
status--- and repatriate once, back to our natural birthright political status as American State
Nationals and American State Citizens.
We accomplish this by recording Acts of Expatriation referencing our Legal Persons --- First Name,
Middle Name, Last Name --- leaving the Territorial United States [remember that our Lawful Persons
and our Legal Persons look exactly the same on paper and that we have to designate their capacity]
and our Commercial PERSONS also expatriating from all presumptions of Municipal Citizenship and all
being repatriated to the land and soil of ..... Texas, Wisconsin, Maine, Florida, California..... by
recording their return to their home and permanent domicile on the land and soil of..... Texas,
Wisconsin, etc.
We use Certificates of Assumed Name recorded on the international land jurisdiction to establish our
ownership interest and control and to declare the permanent "domicile" of these Legal
Persons/Municipal PERSONS on the land and soil of our States.
Executing and recording these actions --- the expatriation, the repatriation, the certification and the
declaration of permanent domicile --- reverses the process used to unlawfully convert our political
status and ownership interests.
We are thus "lawfully converting" everything back to our control and placing everything in its proper
political status. We are reclaiming our Lawful Persons and enabling ourselves to act in the capacity
of one of the People of our State. This then secures the constitutional guarantees we are owed, and
forces the Hired Help --- including the courts --- to honor the Law of the Land owed to the People and
States of the Land.
None of this involves any repudiation or renunciation of citizenship, which is a severance and denial
process that totally extracts you from relationship to your own country. We have seen unfortunate
cases where people have done this by mistake. Do not repudiate or renounce --- expatriate
specifically from any Territorial or Municipal United States Citizenship conferred upon you, and
establish your "home and permanent domicile" upon the land and soil of your birth State, instead.
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